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ABSTRACT : The criterion used in depth interval velocity analysis is the flatness of the pre-stack migrated gathers. Unfortunately
there are number of subsurface interval velocity models which could equally flatten the migrated gather. Problem of non-uniqueness
is inherently associated with the method itself in determining the final Velocity model, be it because of subsurface models or
tomography inversion.  As we use the flatness criterion for image gather in determining the subsurface velocity model, hence there
exists the problem of non-uniqueness in interval velocity determination. There are various factors contributing to the problem. An
attempt is made to understand these factors responsible and to see the effects when basic requirement for the input data is not
fulfilled. This study tries to investigate these factors by analyzing the data along a 2D line. The study leads to an ambiguous (non-
unique) result when basic requirements for input data are not met.

INTRODUCTION

Pre-stack depth migration has become almost
mandatory in areas of complex geology for the reasons that
are abundantly clear. In structurally complex subsurface CMP
travel time curve differ significantly from hyperbola. In many
cases the standard time processing techniques fail to
accurately image the subsurface.  Depth imaging techniques
significantly improve the quality of subsurface image and its
success is highly dependent on the quality of depth interval
velocity model. The major effort and time of a geoscientist
goes in getting a meaningful and geologically consistent depth
interval velocity model. The pre stack depth migration
procedure is closely interlinked with the velocity model
building.

The velocity model is usually built or determined
during the course of the migration. Initial velocity model is
derived using one of the velocity inversion procedures like
coherency inversion, stacking velocity inversion etc. The final
model building process is based on the concept that after
migrating pre stack data with the correct velocity, the
CRP(Common Reflection Point) panel at a given depth point
consists of flat event. When initial velocity model is incorrect
the events in CRP panel is not flat, the correction is needed to
flatten CRP panel.

An iterative process of travel time inversion
(Tomography) is used. In model based velocity analysis the
subsurface model is built prior to velocity determination. It is
assumed that velocity model will follow the subsurface model.
The subsurface model is a valuable input to the velocity
determination.

Numerous results indicate that velocity model
building on the basis of observed data in complex geological
situation becomes the most crucial and difficult task. The
situation becomes worse when we find that the flatness of
events in CRP panel in not unique. Unfortunately there can be
number of interval velocity models which result in flat CRP
panel after pre stack depth migration.

There are number of factors which contribute to this
non uniqueness in velocity model determination. Some of them
are:

1. The main constraint of the seismic reflection method is
the sampling of the object by placing the sources and
receivers on the surface of the earth. It does not allow
the ray path to intersect the zone of interest in all
directions as done in case of tomographic imaging in
medical application, where we have the flexibility of
placing the sources and receivers across the object.

2. Practical limitation of ray method and the theory of wave
propagation. Wherein we are unable to fully compensate
for factors like dispersion, attenuation, scattering and
high frequency absorption during travel time inversion.

3. Limited offset ranges.

4. Inadequate spatial sampling or missing offset.

5. Noise (Both random and coherent).

6. Finite Frequency band of data.

The majority of these factors are data dependent
though few are inherent with the process itself. However, the
main contributor to the non-uniqueness of solution is input
data itself, be it in terms of seismic or geological constraints.
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In other words, the basic input is more responsible in the
model-based velocity determination process for non-
uniqueness.

 The question arises how non-uniqueness should
be handled. The best way is to use geological information to
constrain the data in determining the sub surface model. Key
formations are identified on migrated section, with the
knowledge that velocity varies smoothly within the formation.
The assumption we make is layer cake earth model.  We
therefore seek a smooth velocity function within each
formation while allowing velocity discontinuities across the
interfaces. Incorporation of well information, VSP survey
refraction data etc also help in avoiding non-uniqueness. In
the model based velocity determination the geological
constrain to the data is of paramount importance in arriving at
final velocity model. Working with model based velocity
analysis need the information about subsurface and the key
formations responsible for impedance contrast in the seismic
response of the subsurface. Initial velocity model is built using
coherency inversion or stacking velocity inversion. The initial
velocity model is refined using travel time inversion
(Tomography). The input to this process is PreSDM gather
and initial velocity model. Picks of residual depth errors are
made for all offset on an event and these picks are fed to the
inversion scheme so as to minimize these residual errors. The
revised velocity will be used for 2nd pass PSDM. This process
is used iteratively to achieve final velocity model. The image
gathers generated using final velocity model will result in flat
CRPs.

This is fine as far as we are able to use geological
information to constrain the data and to use the geological
model in arriving initial velocity model for model based velocity
analysis. But if our input data is such where it is not possible
to build the geological model with confidence we have
problems. The problem becomes serious if the seismic data
itself lack basic ingredients such as required offset, adequate
spatial sampling, finite frequency band and required noise
level in the data.

METHODOLOGY

We have taken a 2D line for pre stack depth migration
with the objective to identify Mesozoic sequence below
Deccan trap (Fig 1).The line belongs to Rajpardi-Rajpipla
area in Cambay basin onshore western India. The line is an
east-west line in the area. The nearest well which encountered
Mesozoic sequence is about ~90 Km. east of the line. The
seismic data along the line was acquired with near offset 135
Mts and far offset 2250 Mts, the group interval was 30 Mts.
The data was noisy and contaminated with spikes and ground
rolls. Extensive editing was done to get rid of spikes. Pre stack
time migrated section was generated. PSTM section was used
to identify the key events. Mapping of trap on time migrated
section was done with confidence in the eastern part of the
section. Presence of major fault and extra sequence of older
formation above trap on the deeper part of the basin make
situation complicated. The confidence level in picking the
trap and underlying sequence on the western part of the

Figure 1: Prestack time migrated section with horizon to identify
key event (model-1)

Figure 2: Prestack time migrated section with horizon to identify
key event (model-2)
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Figure 3: Final subsurface velocity model using subsurface model 1 Figure 4: Final subsurface velocity model using subsurface model 2

section was poor. Keeping this in mind two subsurface models
was created. These subsurface models are identified as model-
1 and model-2. Fig-1 depicts model-1 while Fig-2 depicts
model-2. The velocity modeling is done using Geodepth
software.

Model based Velocity analysis is used to get initial
velocity model. Coherency inversion is used for this purpose.
Henceforth interval velocity model was prepared separately
for two different subsurface models, using same pre stack
CMP in two different project of Geodepth. These models will
be identified as model-1 and model-2.We achieve two different
initial velocity models. Pre stack depth migration was run on
original edited CMP gather using two different initial velocity
models. Model based tomography is used to correct the initial
velocity model. The flatness of events in common reflection
point (CRP) gather is taken as determining factor for the final
velocity solution. Two iteration of tomography (model based)
was used in arriving at final velocity model.

Figure 3 shows the final velocity model for
subsurface model-1 as shown in Fig-1 while Figure 4 show
final interval velocity model for the subsurface model-2 shown
in fig 2. Pre stack depth migration was run using both the final
velocity models on the same CMP dataset. Two different
PSDM section (final) were generated as shown in Figure 5
and 6 using two final velocity models.

DISCUSSION

Two different velocity model is used on same CMP
gather. The results of Pre stack depth Migration gives two Pre
SDM section and image gathers (CRP). The image gathers
arrived after PerSDM shows the events are flat (Fig-7 to Fig-
14). The flatness of CRP gathers for both the velocity model
gives two solutions in this case. Both solutions are equally
probable. Also the image as seen in PreSDM section does not
give drastic different results. Figures 7 to 14 shows CRP gathers
at different CRP locations. The flatness of events indicates
this is a case of non-unique solution.  We discussed earlier
that the best way for not getting the non uniqueness problem
is to constrain the data using geological information and use
of well data.

In this case the data input for geological constrain is
lacking in confidence. No well information was available. Also
the data was edited extensively to get rid of spike resulting in
missing offset. We know our max offset is approx 2250mts,
whereas the objective was to image around 3.0 Km in depth.
Working with model based velocity analysis the initial depth
interval velocity model should be very near to the solution.
Generally it is assumed that initial velocity model should be
within 9-10% of actual velocity solution. Only then
Tomography will converse to correct solution. The initial
velocity model in this study is not near (within 90%) to the
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Figure 6: Pre stack depth migrated section from velocity model 2
(fig 4)

Figure 7: CRP Gathers using Model -1 Velocity

Figure 5: Pre stack depth migrated section from velocity model 1
(fig3)

Figure 8: CRP Gathers using Model -2 Velocity.
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Figure 9: CRP Gathers using Model -1 Velocity Figure 10: CRP Gathers using Model -2 Velocity

Figure 11: CRP Gathers using Model -1 Velocity Figure 12: CRP Gathers using Model-2 velocity
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Figure 13: CRP Gathers using Model -1 Velocity Figure 14: CRP Gathers using Model -2 Velocity

unique solution. As model based velocity analysis
dependents on subsurface model for zero offset travel time
and CMP gather for ray tracing. Tomography being a global
travel time inversion process is inherited with non-uniqueness
built into the process, which is extra to what we expect because
of subsurface modeling problem. Also offset was not
consistent with the objective. There is no well on the line to
calibrate our velocity.

The input for depth migration and velocity modeling
has all the ingredients, which can give rise to non-uniqueness.
When we see our input data and the factors responsible for
non-uniqueness (as discussed in introduction), this is not an
ideal data for velocity modeling but is a good data for
understanding the cause and affect of non-uniqueness in
model based velocity analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

Theoretically there is every possibility of getting
non-unique solution. We need to constrain our data using
sufficient input from geology and petrophysics to solve
imaging problem. We summarize few point below which wil1
help us in getting better image of the subsurface and provide
a unique solution for velocity model.

1. The geological information in terms of identification of
key formation should be available / postulated with fair
degree of confidence prior to velocity model determination.

2. Data should be clean and noise free.
3. Sufficient Offset should be present in data consistent with

geological objective.
4. Data lacking basic requirements for input to the process

of velocity modeling should not be used for modeling
purpose.
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